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Online Safety Policy
New technologies have become integral to the lives of children and young people in today’s
society, both within educational establishments and in their lives outside school. The internet and
other digital/information technologies are powerful tools which open up new opportunities for
everyone. Electronic communication helps teachers and pupils learn from each other. These
technologies can stimulate discussion, promote creativity and increase awareness of context to
promote effective learning. Children and young people should have an entitlement to safe internet
access at all times.
Keeping Children Safe in Education (September 2018) clearly states that, ‘The use of technology
has become a significant component of many safeguarding issues. Technology often provides the
platform that facilitates harm. An effective approach to online safety empowers a school to protect
and educate the whole school in their use of technology and establishes mechanisms to identify
intervene and escalate any incident where appropriate’.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2
The breadth of issues classified within online safety is considerable, but can be categorised into
three areas of risk:


Content: being exposed to illegal, inappropriate or harmful material




Contact: being subjected to harmful online interaction with other users
Conduct: personal online behaviour that increases the likelihood of, or causes, harm

Some of the risks they may face include:
 Access to illegal, harmful or inappropriate images or other content (including radicalisation
/extremism material and pornography)
 Unauthorised access to, loss of or sharing of personal information
 The risk of being subject to grooming by those with whom they make contact on the
Internet.
 The sharing/distribution of personal images with and without an individual’s consent or
knowledge
 Inappropriate communication/contact with others, including strangers
 Cyber-bullying
 Access to unsuitable video/Internet games/ websites
 An inability to evaluate the quality, accuracy and relevance of information on the Internet
 Plagiarism and copyright infringement
 Illegal downloading of music or video files
 The potential for excessive use which may impact on the social and emotional development
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and learning of the young person
Generating large bills through overuse of their mobiles, gaming etc
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Roles & Responsibilities
This section outlines the roles and responsibilities for online safety of individuals and groups within
the school.
Roles & Responsibilities of Governors:
Governors are responsible for the approval of the online safety policy, ensuring it is disseminated
to the wider school community and for reviewing the effectiveness of the policy. It is recommended
that there is a named member of the Governing Body who takes on the role of online safety
governor who has accessed training about online safety. The role of the governing body does
include:


Ensuring that the statutory requirements of Keeping Children Safe in Education (Sep 2018) are
complied with. In relation to online safety this includes:








Ensuring that as part of the requirement for staff to undergo regularly updated
safeguarding training and the requirement to ensure children are taught about
safeguarding, including online that online safety training for staff is integrated, aligned
and considered as part of the overarching safeguarding approach.
Ensuring that pupils are taught about safeguarding, including online, through teaching
and learning opportunities, as part of providing a broad and balanced curriculum. This
may include covering relevant issues through PSHE
As schools increasingly work online it is essential that children are safeguarded from
potentially harmful and inappropriate online material. A school needs to ensure the
appropriateness of any filters, monitoring and security systems which will be informed in
part by the risk assessment required by the Prevent Duty to ensure that children are
safe from terrorist and extremist material whilst accessing the material in school,
including by establishing appropriate levels of filtering but being careful that “over
blocking” does not lead to unreasonable restrictions as to what children can be taught
with regards to online teaching and safeguarding’.

Regular monitoring of online safety incident logs and responding appropriately to the identified
needs
Ensure the company who is hosting the schools website has enough security in place so it
cannot be inappropriately accessed and to have an action plan if it is ‘hacked’ e.g who regular
checks the website including during school holidays, who is the key contact if the website is
hacked

The UKCCIS Education Group has developed guidance for school governors to help governing
boards support their school leaders to keep children safe online which can be accessed at
https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/uk-council-for-child-internet-safety-ukccis

Roles & Responsibilities of the Headteacher:
 Supporting the Governors comply with the online safety aspects of the Keeping Children Safe
in Education, September 2018 documentation
 The safety (including online safety) of all members of the school community.
 Effective and regular training about online safety is provided for the whole school community
and a log is kept of the staff who complete the training
 Governors are invited to take part in online safety training and awareness sessions, with
particular importance for those who are members of any committee or working group involved
in ICT, online safety education, health and safety or child protection.
 Effective communication with parents/ carers about safe practices when using online
technology’s and support them in talking to their children about these issues
 Effective filtering, monitoring and security systems are set up
 There are effective procedures in place the event of an online safety allegation which are
known and understood by all members of staff
 Establishing and reviewing the school online safety policy and documents and making them
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available on the school website
The school’s Designated Safeguarding Lead should be trained in online safety issues and be
aware of the potential for serious child protection issues that could arise through the use of
ICT.
Liaising with staff, ICT Technical staff, online safety governor, SLT and partner agencies on all
issues related to online safety
Ensuring that all staff are aware of the procedures that need to be followed in the event of an
online safety incident taking place
Providing training and advice for staff and keeping a log of staff who complete training about
online issues
Keep a log of staff, pupils and families who have signed the Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) for the
safe use of technology
Receive and respond to reports of online safety incidents and creates a log of incidents and
outcomes to inform future online safety developments
Co-ordinating and reviewing online safety education programme in school (or working in
partnership with the Personal, Social , Health, Education (PSHE) and/ or Computing lead).

Roles & Responsibilities of all staff:
In addition to the elements covered in the Staff Acceptable Use Policy (AUP), all staff are
responsible for ensuring that:
 They have an up to date awareness of online safety matters and of the school’s current online
safety policy and practices
 They attend the training provided by the school about online safety and all new staff receive
online safety training as part of their induction programme, ensuring that they fully understand
the school online safety policy, Acceptable Usage and Child Protection Policies.
 They have read, understood and signed the school Staff Acceptable Usage Policy (AUP)
 They do not ‘be-friend’ any pupil or pupil family member on social media unless they know
them socially as neighbour/friend
 Online safety issues are embedded in all aspects of the curriculum and other school activities
 Pupils understand and follow the school’s online safety and acceptable usage policies
 Pupils have a good understanding of research skills and the need to avoid plagiarism and
uphold copyright regulations
 They monitor ICT activity in lessons, extracurricular and extended school activities
 In lessons where Internet use is pre-planned, pupils should be guided to sites checked as
suitable for their use and that processes are in place for dealing with any unsuitable material
that is found in Internet searches.
 All staff should be aware that emails can be part of Freedom of Information requests so all
correspondence needs to be professional, courtesy and respectful
 If confidential information / information under the data protection act is being sent by email it
must be sent through the secure email system which if provided by Schools ICT would be the
Egress system which the schools administration and headteacher have access to but more
licenses can be purchased.
Roles & Responsibilities of all pupils
 Are responsible for using the school ICT systems in accordance with the Pupil Acceptable
Usage Policy, which they will be required to sign before being given access to school systems.
Parents/carers will be required to read through and sign alongside their child’s signature.
 Need to understand the importance of reporting abuse, misuse or access to inappropriate
materials and know how to do so.
 Should understand the importance of adopting good online safety practice when using digital
technologies out of school and realise that the school’s online safety policy also covers their
actions out of school, if related to their membership of the school or using equipment provided
by the school.
Roles & Responsibilities of all parents/carers
Parents/Carers play a crucial role in ensuring that their children understand the need to use the
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Internet/mobile devices in an appropriate way. Research shows that many parents and carers do
not fully understand the issues and are less experienced in the use of ICT than their children. The
school will therefore take opportunities to help parents understand these issues.
Parents and carers will be responsible for:
 Endorsing (by signature) the Pupil Acceptable Usage Policy and will alongside this sign the
Parents/ Carers Acceptable Usage Policy
 Access the school website and correspond with the school in accordance with the Parents
Acceptable Usage Policy.
 Ensuring that they do not use social media to criticise or make inappropriate comments about
the school or an individual member of staff as making defamatory comments online has exactly
the same legal consequences as if they are made directly to someone else. Similarly threats of
violence can lead to criminal proceedings under the Malicious Communications Act. If as a
parent/ carer they have any concerns about anything which happens in school then please
contact the school directly.
Parents and Carers should also be aware of the health effects of children and young people having
too much ‘screen time’. This can limit the amount of time children are being physically active,
reduce the amount of time they are sleeping and could be impacting on their eyesight. A number of
systems and apps are available that can limit the screen time for children and young people
alongside parents and carers talking to their children about the issues.
Staff training opportunities
Staff are kept up-to-date with online safety issues for children and young people through both
planned and responsive training. They are also guided to consider their online presence.
Online safety education will be provided in the following ways:
 A planned online safety programme is provided as part of the PSHE and is regularly revisited
in Computing and other lessons across the curriculum – this programme covers both the use of
ICT and new technologies in school and outside of school.
 A range of safeguarding issues are considered as part of the online safety education: keeping
their personal information private, healthy relationships on and off line, grooming, sending
inappropriate images and the consequences of this, gaming, gambling, radicalisation and how
to recognise the signs and keep themselves safe
 Pupils are taught in lessons to be critically aware of the materials/content they access on-line
and are guided to validate the accuracy of the information.
 Pupils are helped to understand the need for the Pupil AUP and encouraged to adopt safe and
responsible use of ICT, the Internet and mobile devices both within and outside of school.
 Pupils are taught to acknowledge the source of information used and to respect copyright
when using material accessed on the Internet.
 Rules for the use of ICT systems and the Internet are posted in school
 Staff act as good role models in their use of ICT, the Internet and mobile devices.

Appropriate use of Email
 Digital communications with pupils and parents / carers (e-mail, online chat, VLE, voice etc.)
should be on a professional level and only carried out using official school systems
 The school’s e-mail service should be accessed via the provided web-based interface by
default
 Under no circumstances should staff or governors contact pupils, parents/carers or conduct
any school business using personal e-mail addresses
 School e-mail is not to be used for personal use
 All staff should be aware that emails can be part of Freedom of Information requests so all
correspondence needs to be professional, courtesy and respectful
 If confidential information / information under the data protection act is being sent by email it
must be sent through the secure email system which if provided by Schools ICT would be the
Egress system which the schools administration and headteacher have access to but more
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licenses can be purchased.
Appropriate use of mobile phones
 School mobile phones only should be used to contact parents/carers/pupils when on school
business with pupils off site. Staff should not use personal mobile devices and under no
circumstances should a pupil or parent/carers be given a member of staff’s personal mobile
number
 Staff should not be using personal mobile phones in school during working hours when in
contact with children
 Visitors will be asked not to use their mobile phone whilst on site with any pupils present due to
all mobile phones containing a camera
 All pupils will be required to put their phones in a lockable cupboard in the office, if brought into
school.
Appropriate use of social networking sites
 Staff should not access social networking sites on school equipment in school or at home that
have not been pre-approved by the school
 Staff users and governors should not refer to any member of staff, the governing body, pupils,
parents/carers, the school or any other member of the school community on any social
networking site or blog in a derogatory way
 Pupils will not be allowed on social networking sites on school equipment that have not been
pre-approved whether in school or at home. At home it is the parental responsibility, but
parents should be aware that it is illegal for children under the age of 13 to be on certain social
networking sites
 Pupils/Parents/carers should be aware the school will investigate misuse of social networking if
it impacts on the well-being of other pupils or members of the school community
 Parents / carers and pupils will be informed that they do not use social media to criticise or
make inappropriate comments about the school, an individual member of staff or another pupil
as making defamatory comments online has exactly the same legal consequences as if they
are made directly to someone else. Similarly threats of violence can lead to criminal
proceedings under the Malicious Communications Act. If as a parent/ carer they have any
concerns about anything which happens in school, then they will be asked to contact the
school directly.
 If inappropriate comments are placed on social networking sites about the school or school
staff then advice would be sought from the relevant agencies, including the police if necessary.
 Pupils will be taught about online safety when using social networking sites
Appropriate use of digital images
 The school record of parental permissions granted/not granted must be adhered to when
taking images of our pupils. The list can be obtained from the designated safeguarding lead
 Under no circumstances should images be taken by staff or governors using privately owned
equipment
 Permission to use images of all staff and governors who work at the school is sought on
induction and a copy is located in the personnel file
 Visitors / contractors will be asked not to use their mobile phone whilst on site with any pupils
present due to all mobile phones containing a camera
 School will ask parents attending school events to ensure that images are for personal use
only, unless consent is obtained from all those in the image. This decision is regularly and
clearly communicated to all parents/ carers.
 The school will liaise with external providers and places visited on school trips to ensure they
do not take photographs and use the images on their website / social media without permission
of a member of staff from the school.
Although many of the above points are preventative and safeguarding measures, it should be noted
that the school will endeavour whenever possible to use social networking in positive ways to
publicise, inform and communicate information. For example the school may has an active website
and Facebook account which are used to inform, publicise school events and celebrate and share
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the achievement of students.
Removable Data Storage Devices
 Only school provided removable devices should be used and they should be encrypted
 Any information that is on removable data storage device for school use should not be
transferred onto any personal devices, in particular any information that is covered by the data
protection act and could lead to an individual being identified
 All files downloaded from the Internet, received via e-mail or provided on removable media
(e.g. CD, DVD, USB flash drive, memory cards etc.) must be checked for viruses using school
provided anti-virus software before run, opened or copied/moved on to local/network hard
disks
 Pupils should not bring their own removable data storage devices into school for use on school
equipment.
Appropriate use of websites
 In lessons where Internet use is pre-planned, pupils should be guided to sites checked as
suitable for their use and that processes are in place for dealing with any unsuitable material
that is found in Internet searches
 Staff will preview any recommended sites before use
 “Open” searches (e.g. “find images/ information on...”) are discouraged when working with
pupils who may misinterpret information
 If Internet research is set for homework, specific sites will be suggested that have previously
been checked by staff. Parents/ carers will be advised to supervise any further research
 All users must observe copyright of materials published on the Internet
 Teachers will carry out a risk assessment regarding which pupils are allowed access to the
internet with minimal supervision. Minimal supervision means regular checking of the pupils on
the internet by the member of staff setting the task. All staff are aware that if they pass pupils
working on the internet that they have a role in checking what is being viewed. Pupils are also
aware that all internet use at school is monitored and logged.
 The school only allows the ICT technician and SLT to access to Internet logs.
Passwords are an important element of keeping the users of the schools ICT systems safe
Use of passwords for staff and governors
 Passwords or encryption keys should not be recorded on paper or in an unprotected file
 Passwords should be changed at least every 3 months
 Users should not use the same password on multiple systems or attempt to “synchronise”
passwords across systems
Use of passwords for pupils
 Should only let school staff know their in-school passwords
 Should not share their password with another pupil / sibling
 Inform staff immediately if passwords are traced or forgotten. All staff are able to access the
network to allow pupils to change passwords – need to check
Use of School ICT Equipment
 Privately owned ICT equipment should never be connected to the school’s network and no
personally owned applications or software packages should be installed on to school ICT
equipment
 Personal or sensitive data should not be stored on the local drives of desktop or laptop PCs. If
it is necessary to do so, the local drive must be encrypted
 All should ensure any screens are locked before moving away from a computer during the
normal working day to protect any personal, sensitive, confidential or classified data and to
prevent unauthorised access
Monitoring
All use of the school’s Internet access is logged and the logs are randomly but regularly monitored
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by the school’s external provider. Schools accessing their internet support from Schools ICT can
now access Smoothwall’s reporting mechanism which will identify pupils that are searching for
websites / using search words that may be inappropriate. It will also highlight issues through the
content of the site e.g reference to suicide. This reporting mechanism is all included in the contract
with Schools ICT smoothwall so they can provide more information.
Incident Reporting
Any online safety incidents must immediately be reported to the designated safeguarding lead if it
is a member of staff, pupil or parent/carer who will investigate further following online safety and
safeguarding policies and guidance.
Responding to incidents of misuse
It is hoped that all members of the school community will be responsible users of ICT. However,
there may be times when infringements of the policy could take place through careless or
irresponsible, or very rarely, through deliberate misuse.
If any apparent or actual, misuse appears to involve illegal activity e.g. child sexual abuse images,
adult material which potentially breaches the Obscene Publications Act, criminally racist material or
other criminal conduct, activity or materials the tables should be consulted and liaise with the Police
should take place. Actions will be followed in accordance with policy, in particular the sections on
reporting the incident to the police and the preservation of evidence. If members of staff suspect
that misuse might have taken place, but that the misuse is not illegal (as above) it is essential that
correct procedures are used to investigate, preserve evidence and protect those carrying out the
investigation. More than one member of staff member should be involved in the investigation. It is
more likely that the school will need to deal with incidents that involve inappropriate rather than
illegal misuse. It is important that any incidents are dealt with as soon as possible in a proportionate
manner, and that members of the school community are aware that incidents have been dealt with.
When considering an online safety incident involving a pupil(s) a school does need to take into
account the nature of the incident, the age of the child and if there is a need to involve any partner
agencies. The vulnerability checklist can provide a wider understanding of a range of risk factors
that may be impacting on children and young people.
http://www.safeguardingchildren.co.uk/vcl-v3
The Local Safeguarding board has a number of practice guides for professionals which contain
information and referral pathways, the aspects that could be highlighted from an online safety
incident include such as Extremism and Child Sexual Exploitation. All practice guides can be
accessed at http://www.safeguardingchildren.co.uk/professionals/practice-guidance
Listed in Appendix 1 are a range of activities that are unacceptable and / or illegal.
Appendix 3 and 4 are some suggested responses that will be made to any apparent or actual
incidents of misuse from pupils and staff.

Sexting in schools and colleges: responding to incidents and safeguarding young people UKCCIS Guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/uk-council-for-child-internet-safety-ukccis
This is clear guidance to schools about how they should handle incidents where pupils under-18
take and/or share naked images of other under-18s, including themselves. This new guidance
takes a safeguarding focus, rather than a simple criminal response, and, in some circumstances,
allows schools to deal with incidents without involving the police.
There is no clear definition of ‘sexting’. Instead, this document talks about ‘youth-produced sexual
imagery’. This is imagery that is being created by under 18s themselves and involves still
photographs, video, and streaming. In the guidance, this content is described as sexual and not
indecent.
Incidents covered by this guidance:
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Person under 18 creates a sexual image of themselves and shares it with another person
under 18.
A person under 18 shares an image of another under 18 with another person under 18 or
an adult.
A person under 18 is in possession of sexual imagery created by another person under 18.

Incidents not covered by this guidance:
 Under 18s sharing adult pornography.
 Under 18s sharing sexual texts without sexual imagery.
 Adults sharing sexual imagery of under 18s. (This is child sexual abuse and must always be
reported to police.)
The UKCCIS guidance ‘Sexting in schools and colleges, responding to incidents and safeguarding
young people’ published in August 2016, is non-statutory, but should be read alongside ‘Keeping
children safe in education’.
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Appendix 1
Unsuitable / inappropriate activities
Some internet activity e.g. accessing child abuse images or distributing racist material is illegal and
would obviously be banned from school and all other ICT systems. Other activities e.g. Cyberbullying would be banned and could lead to criminal prosecution. There are however a range of
activities which may, generally, be legal but would be inappropriate in a school context, either
because of the age of the users or the nature of those activities. The school believes that the
activities referred to in the following section would be inappropriate in a school context and that
users, as defined below, should not engage in these activities in school or outside school when
using school equipment or systems. The school policy restricts certain internet usage as follows.
Users shall not visit Internet sites, make, post, download, upload, data transfer, communicate or
pass on, material, remarks, proposals or comments that contain or relate to:
User actions

Child sexual abuse images
Promotion or conduct of illegal acts, eg
under the child protection, obscenity,
computer misuse and fraud legislation
Adult material that potentially breaches the
Obscene Publications Act in the UK
Criminally racist material in the UK
Pornography
Promotion of any kind of discrimination
Any Hate Crime – motivated by hostility on
the grounds of race, religion, sexual
orientation, disability or transgender identity.
Promotion of any kind of extremist activity
Promotion of racial or religious hatred
Accessing any extremist materials online
(e.g Far Right Extremism)
Threatening behaviour, including promotion
of physical violence or mental harm
Any other information which may be
offensive to colleagues or breaches the
integrity of the ethos of the school or brings
the school into disrepute e.g discussing
school issues on social media
Using school systems to run a private
business
Use systems, applications, websites or other
mechanisms that bypass the filtering or
other safeguards employed by the school
Uploading, downloading or transmitting
commercial software or any copyrighted
materials belonging to third parties, without
the necessary licensing permissions
Revealing or publicising confidential or
proprietary information (eg financial /
personal information, databases, computer /
network access codes and passwords)
Creating or propagating computer viruses or
other harmful files
Carrying out sustained or instantaneous high
volume network traffic (downloading /
uploading files) that causes network
congestion and hinders others in their use of
the internet
On-line gaming (educational)
On-line gaming (non- educational)
On-line gambling
On-line shopping / commerce

Acceptable

Acceptable at
certain times

Acceptable
for nominated
users

Unacceptable

Unacceptable
and illegal
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File sharing
Use of social networking sites
Downloading video broadcasting e.g.
Youtube for educational purposes
Uploading to video broadcast e.g. Youtube
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Appendix 2
Incidents Involving pupils and action taken
Incident involving pupils –
either in school or out of
school – it could be a concern
raised by a friend/ parent
A concern raised by a pupil/
teacher / friend/ parent (carer).
A pupil needs positive support
– Signs of grooming
Signs of peer on peer abuse /
grooming / power domination
Signs of radicalisation
Signs of CSE
Signs of cyberbullying
Deliberately accessing or trying
to access material that could be
considered illegal (see list in
earlier section on unsuitable/
inappropriate activities).
Unauthorised use of noneducational sites during lessons
Unauthorised use of mobile
phone/ digital camera/ other
handheld device.
Unauthorised use of social
networking/ instant messaging/
personal email and online
gaming
Unauthorised downloading
or uploading of files
Allowing others to access
school network by sharing
username and passwords
Attempting to access or
accessing the school network,
using another student’s account
Attempting to access or
accessing the school network,
using the account of a member
of staff
Corrupting or destroying the
data of other users
Sending an email, text or
instant message that is
regarded as offensive,
harassment or of a bullying
nature
Continued infringements of
the above, following previous
warnings or sanctions
Actions which could bring the
school into disrepute or breach
the integrity of the ethos of the
school
Using proxy sites or other
means to subvert the school’s
filtering system
Accidentally accessing offensive
or pornographic material and
failing to report the incident

Teacher to use
school behaviour
policy to deal with

Refer to Pastoral
Senior member of
staff




Record and monitor
the pupils behaviour
and refer to external
agencies if required






Refer to technical
support staff for
action re
security/filtering etc
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Appendix 3
Incidents involving members of staff and action taken
Incidents involving members of staff

Refer to the
Headteacher
*See below

Deliberately accessing or trying to access
material that could be considered illegal (see list
in earlier section on unsuitable /inappropriate
activities).
Receipt or transmission of material that infringes
the copyright of another person or infringes the
Data Protection Act
Excessive or inappropriate personal use of the
internet/social networking sites/ instant
messaging/ personal email
Unauthorised downloading or uploading of files
Allowing others to access school network by
sharing username and passwords or attempting
to access or accessing the school network, using
another person’s account.
Careless use of personal data e.g. holding or
transferring data in an insecure manner
Deliberate actions to breach data protection or
network security rules
Corrupting or destroying the data of other users
or causing deliberate damage to hardware or
software
Sending an email, text or instant message that is
regarded as offensive, harassment or of a
bullying nature
Using personal email/ social networking/ instant
messaging/ text messaging to carrying out
digital communications with students/ pupils
Actions which could compromise the staff
member’s / governors professional standing
Actions which could bring the school into
disrepute or breach the integrity of the ethos of
the school
Using proxy sites or other means to subvert the
school’s filtering system
Deliberately accessing or trying to access
offensive or pornographic material
Breaching copyright or licensing regulations
Continued infringements of the above, following
previous warnings or sanctions



Refer to technical
support staff for
action re filtering,
security etc




Potential Disciplinary
Action

















































































*In event of breaches of policy by the Headteacher, refer to the Chair of Governors.
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Appendix 4
Model Acceptable Internet Use Policy – Pupils
This document is a guide to young people to be responsible and stay safe while using the Internet
and other communication technologies. It clearly states what use of computer resources is
acceptable and what is not. Irresponsible use may result in the loss of Internet or computer
access, contact with parents or in the event of illegal activities contact with the police.

















I will only access the school network through my authorised username and password. I will not
use the passwords of others.
I will not use the school IT systems / devices for personal or recreational use, for accessing
social media sites, on-line gaming, gambling, internet shopping, file sharing or video
broadcasting.
I will not try to upload, download or access any materials which are illegal, inappropriate or
which may cause harm and distress to others.
I will not try to use any programmes or software that might allow me to bypass the filtering and
security systems in place.
I will not try to install programmes on any school computer or try to alter computer settings.
I will only use my personal hand held devices (e.g. mobile phone/ipod) in school at times that
are permitted. When using my own devices I understand that I have to follow the rules set out
in this document.
I will carefully write email and other on-line messages making sure the language I use is not
strong, aggressive or inappropriate and shows respect for others. I am responsible for the
emails I send and the contacts I make.
I will not open emails unless I know and trust the person/organisation who has sent them.
For my own safety and that of others, I will not disclose personal information about myself or
others when on-line. I will not arrange to meet ‘on-line friends’.
I will not take, or distribute, images of anyone else without their permission.
I will not take, or distribute, images of myself or anyone else semi-naked or naked.
I will only use chat and social networking sites with permission and at the times that are
allowed.
I will report any unpleasant or inappropriate material or messages or anything that makes me
feel uncomfortable when I see it on-line.
Where the material I research on the Internet is protected by copyright, I will not try to
download copies, including music and video. I will only use the work of others found on the
Internet in my own work with their permission.
I will take care to check that information I find on the Internet is accurate and understand that
some work found on the Internet can be untruthful or misleading.
I will immediately report any damage or faults involving IT equipment, however this may have
happened.

Pupil Signed ……………………………………………………………………………..
Date …………………………………….
Parent / Carer Signed ………………………………………………………………………..
Date…………………………………………
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Appendix 6
Model Acceptable Internet Use Policy – adults who work in the school community (this
includes governors and volunteers)
New technologies have become integral to the lives of children and young people in today’s
society, both within schools and in their lives outside school. The Internet and other digital
information and communications are powerful tools, which open up new opportunities for everyone.
These technologies can inspire discussion, promote creativity and stimulate awareness of context
to promote effective learning. They also bring opportunities for staff to be more creative and
productive in their work. All users have an entitlement to safe Internet access at all times.
This policy is intended to ensure that:
 Staff, governors and volunteers will be responsible users and stay safe while using the Internet
and other communications technologies for educational, personal and recreational use.
 All school ICT systems users are protected from accidental or deliberate misuse that could put
the security of the systems or users at risk.
 Staff are protected from potential risk in their use of ICT in their everyday work.
The school will try to ensure that staff, governors and volunteers will have good access to ICT to
enhance their work, to improve learning opportunities for all and will, in return, expect staff,
governors and volunteers to agree to be responsible users.
Responsible Use Agreement
I understand that I must use the schools ICT systems in a responsible way to ensure that there is
no risk to my safety or to the safety and security of the ICT systems and other users. I recognise
the value of the use of ICT for enhancing learning and will ensure that learners receive
opportunities to gain from the use of ICT. I will, where possible, educate the young people in my
care in the safe use of ICT and embed e-safety in my work with students.
For my professional and personal safety:
 I understand that the school will monitor my use of ICT systems, email and other digital
communications.
 I understand the rules set out in this agreement also apply to the use of the school ICT
 systems (e.g. laptops, email, Learning Platform etc.) out of the school.
 I will only use school ICT equipment / mobile phones for school purposes I will not use any
personal devices for any school business unless accessing a secure online platform specifically
provided by the school I will only use school ICT equipment / mobile phones for school
purposes. I will not use any personal devices for any school business unless accessing a
secure online platform specifically provided by the school for example, school emails via Office
365.
 I will not use a public/shared computer (e.g. in a public library) to access any school systems or
platforms as such equipment cannot be trusted to be secure
 I will not store any school data (in line with the schools data protection policy) on personal
devices
 I understand that the school ICT systems are intended for educational use and that I will not
use systems for personal or recreational use.
 I will not disclose my username and password to anyone else, nor will I try to use any other
person’s username and password.
 I will immediately report any illegal, inappropriate or harmful material/incident I become aware
of to the appropriate person
I will be professional in my communications and actions when using school ICT systems:
 I will not access, copy, remove or otherwise alter any other user’s files without their express
permission.
 I will communicate with others in a professional manner. I will not use aggressive or
inappropriate language and I appreciate that others may have different opinions.
 I am aware that emails can be part of Freedom of Information requests so all my
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correspondence will be professional, courtesy and respectful
I will ensure that when I take and/or publish images of others I will do so with their permission
and in accordance with the school’s policy on the use of digital/video images. I will not use my
personal equipment to record these images.
I will not use chat and social networking sites in the school in accordance with the school’s
policies.
I will only communicate with student and parents/carers using official school systems. Any
such communication will be professional in tone and manner.
I will not engage in any on-line activity that may compromise my professional responsibilities.
I will not befriend any present pupil or their family members on social media unless I know them
socially as neighbour/friend etc…
I will not ‘discuss’ any school issues on social media. For governors this is covered in the Governors
code of conduct
I will not use personal email addresses on the school ICT systems.
I will not open any attachments to emails, unless the source is known and trusted, due to the
risk of the attachment containing viruses or other harmful programmes.
I will ensure that my data is regularly backed up, in accordance with relevant policies.
I will not try to upload, download or access any materials which are illegal (child sexual abuse
images, criminally racist material, adult pornography covered by the Obscene Publications Act)
or inappropriate or may cause harm or distress to others. I will not try to use any programmes
or software that might allow me to bypass the filtering / security systems in place to prevent
access to such materials.
I will not (unless I have permission) make large downloads or uploads that might take up
Internet capacity and prevent other users from being able to carry out their work.
I will not install or attempt to install programmes of any type on a machine, or store
programmes on a computer, nor will I try to alter computer settings, unless this is allowed in
school policies.
I will not disable or cause any damage to school equipment, or the equipment belonging to
others.
I will only transport and hold data about others that is protected by the Data Protection Act in
an encrypted manner. I will not transfer any data to any personal devices.
I understand that data protection policy requires that any staff, governor or learner data to
which I have access, will be kept private and confidential, except when it is deemed necessary
that I am required by law or by policy to disclose such information to an appropriate authority.
I will immediately report any damage or faults involving equipment or software, however this
may have happened.

When using the Internet in my professional capacity or for school sanctioned personal use:
 I will ensure that I have permission to use the original work of others in my own work.
 Where work is protected by copyright, I will not download or distribute copies (including music
and videos).
I understand that I am responsible for my actions in and out of the school:
 I understand that this Acceptable Use Policy applies not only to my work and use of school ICT
equipment in school, but also applies to my use of school ICT systems and equipment out of
the school.
 I understand that if I fail to comply with this Acceptable Use Policy Agreement, I could be
subject to disciplinary action. This could include a warning, a suspension, referral to Governors
and, in the event of illegal activities, the involvement of the police.
I have read and understand the above and agree to use the school ICT systems (both in and
out of school) within these guidelines.
Staff/Volunteer/ Governor
Name
……………………………………………………………………………..
Signed
…………………………………………………………………………….
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Date

…………………………………………………………………………….
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Appendix 7
Acceptable Internet Use Policy Parents / Carers
The following could be include in a home – school agreement form that many schools already have
in place
New technologies have become integral to the lives of children and young people in today’s
society, both within schools and in their lives outside school. The Internet and other digital
information and communications are powerful tools, which open up new opportunities for everyone.
These technologies can inspire discussion, promote creativity and stimulate awareness of context
to promote effective learning. However, the use of these new technologies can put young people
at risk within and outside the school. All users have an entitlement to safe Internet access at all
times.
To support parents / carers in learning about the online risks, support you to be able to talk to your
children the risks and learn how to set up parental controls there is a section on our school website
signposting you to range of supporting websites.
As a parent / carer of a child at this school we are asking that:






You will contact school and all members of staff within school through the appropriate
school communication channels and treat everyone with respect and professionalism. You
will not contact any member of staff through a personal email address or phone number
You will not ask any member of school staff to ‘be-friend’ you on a social networking site,
unless you know them socially as neighbour/friend etc., as all staff have been requested not
to accept any ‘friend’ outside of this group
Ensure you do not use social media to criticise or make inappropriate comments about the
school or an individual member of staff as making defamatory comments online has exactly
the same legal consequences as if they are made directly to someone else. Similarly
threats of violence can lead to criminal proceedings under the Malicious Communications
Act. If as a parent/ carer you have any concerns about anything which happens in schools
then please contact the school directly
Ensure that you have signed the photograph permission form which sets out that parent/
carers are unable to take photographs/films at schools events and can only access the
official photographs taken by the school which cannot be shared on any public accessed
social networking site / website OR any photographs/films that are taken of school events
will not be shared on any publically accessed social networking site or website
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